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Abstract 
To compare Vestibular-CNS function on the HF and HB condition confirmed to balance 

normal state of a posture. The vestibular and CNS displacements analyzed at the five ranges from 
the H-FB: Head of forward and backward. Vestibule-CNS function (VeC) shows the vestibular 
variation appear to through the CNS from the spinal cord. The average different outputs obtained 
greatest the perturbations: VeHB-CNO-B displacement at 10.88±2.71, VeHB-CNC-B 
displacement at 10.76±2.68, VeHB-CNO-A displacement at 10.077±2.33, VeNC-CNC-A 
displacement at 10.58±2.72. Our results will be to show an impact of at least postural control by 
the H-FB function. CHF-CNC-A and CHB-CNC-A displacement of the moment identified to 
inertia from CNS. The Vestibular HF-HB was affected to maintain for the balance by the CNS 
of HF-HB. 
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1. Introduction 

The precise role of vestibular afferent input in posture and balance control is unclear, 
especially for voluntary movement [1, 2]. The ability to maintain posture and balance of the 
human was to voluntary movements on the station. Moreover, loss of balance was a clinically 
important problem, as falls are a primary cause of injury and accidental death in older adults 
[3]. 

Maintaining and controlling Posture balance in normal state maintains generally to detect 
the physical condition through peripheral sensory system, that is used the information 
provided by the vestibular system [4]. The afferent information must be processed and 
interpreted correctly by the central nervous system(CNS) through spinal, brainstem reflexes 
and higher order structures [5, 6]. 

Also a suggested body of postural variability or smaller scale postural fluctuations may 
improve overall postural pliability and stability [7]. Essentially, it has been suggested that 
small scale postural fluctuations allow the individual to investigate the dynamically physical 
condition so that possibilities for action are assessed and movements more clearly generated 
[8, 9]. Lack of postural variability, in contrast, can be independent of constructive hardness 
[10]. 

Therefore, the postural method required to maintain balance differ from a movement. Far 
fewer studies have examined balance control when to sway the control of whole body centre 
of mass (COM) and to reveal how body are coordinated to stabilize upright state [11]. 

In this study, correlation of the vestibular-CNS system for balance based desired physical 
condition was compared to a physical signal in the normal state. Body condition was consist 
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of a physical parameters for the normal eye open(NO) and close(NC). This system was used 
to set the stability for the evaluation of the biomechanical information and to control by the 
data processing system.  
 
2. Related Works  
 
2.1. Physical Condition of Ve-HF and Ve-HB 

The postural balance system consists of physical signal on the subsystems such as included 
the vestibular and CNS [12]. Sway is interpreted as the reflection of noise and regulatory 
activity within postural. However it is not explained postural sway occurs during stance, and 
the potential characteristics of a change in sway behavior represent a lacked balance. There is 
in fact little scientific agreement on what sway actually represents. The COP displacement is 
the controlling variable in biomechanical terms, and reflecting the responses generated by the 
CNS to maintain control over the COM [13].  

A specific postural response stage, the activation to stabilize the body COM is closely 
tuned to the biomechanics of the perturbation, especially, direction. When the support surface 
is translated in each of many directions in the horizontal plane, sensory across the body are 
activated by an amount related to the direction of the perturbation. Therefore, a different set 
of the body is activated in response to a forward perturbation versus a backward perturbation 
[14-17]. The parameter relies on vestibular condition of head forward(HF) and backward(HB) 
relationships to measure physical condition. Physical Ve-C condition flowchart collects to 
normal state of the body and to experiment on the parameter as shown Figure 1. 

Physi cal  Condi t i on

Vest i bul ar C N S

Head

Body

MOVEMENT

MOVEMENT  
Figure 1. Structure of Physical Ve-C condition 

2.2. Component of CNS and Body Balance  

The CNS must coordinate motion across many an organ using sensory information 
provided to maintain upright stance by vestibular systems. Body balance is a complex process 
requiring integration of the sensory information and implement of appropriate postural 
responses. Also postural coordination and the role of different sensory systems change for 
appropriately stable balance control under the CNS conditions [11]. 

The body balance has controlled from simple perturbations and imposed by a volitional 
movement, examined balance control during continuous perturbations. During continuous 
perturbations using a repeated to support some movement, perturbations become predictable 
the postural control, although balance becomes more manageable. Human foresee the 
characteristics of perturbations and their destabilizing effects within the first few cycles of 
perturbation, and then to put their balance control system to minimize these effects [19]. 
During continuous perturbations, movements of the head segment may be minimized to 
provide a stable condition for the vestibular sensory systems [18]. The motion of the body and 
head becomes increasingly parts as the perturbation frequency increases yielding the 
impression that different postural control are organizationally acquired [19, 20]. Physical Ve-
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C condition flowchart collects to normal state of the body and to experiment on the parameter 
as shown Figure 1. 
 
3. System Design: Vestibular-CNS System  
 
3.1. Preprocessing  

The proposed vestibular-CNS system mainly showed the monitoring subjects that had 
a posture balance for head movement. There are normally showed the body condition is 
comfortable state, when the physiological condition becomes normal and stable. 
 
3.2. Physiology of Vestibular-CNS System  

The CNS appeared through the body movements on the center state, the reciprocal relation 
between the vestibular of semicircular canals arrowed dimensional head movements and the 
CNS, as the vector sum of components expressed on the physical condition. Alignment of the 
semicircular canals is roughly associated by the multi- direction of the CNS. The 
organizational scheme provides an appropriate mechanism for spatial alignment of the 
reflexes. Because of their mechanical properties, the canals integrate this additional signal 
over the some alteration range of head movements. And then Vestibular CNS system was to 
effect on force of inertia [21].  

Postural control is complicated process demanding integration of the sensory 
information and implementation of appropriate postural condition. To maintain stance, 
the CNS must coordinate motion across using sensory information provided by 
vestibular systems [22]. The COM displacement is desired to be minimized by the CNS 
through adjustments in COP either through forward [23] or backward condition [24]. 

The architecture of the proposed system was depicted in Figure 2. System architecture of a 
Ve C-HF & Ve C-HB system showed physical signal for normal state on the stance. Data 
sheets acquired a data control system signal processing. The equipment was designed as data 
acquisition system (PXI-6251 DAQ) and Signal processing system(PXI-1409, NI., USA) [25-
27]. 

H-For war d

Cent r al  Ner vous Syst em

Ve C-HF & Ve C-HB Syst em

H-Backwar d

 
Figure 2. System Architecture of a Ve C-HF & Ve C-HB Presented Physical Signal for 

Normal State by the Platform. Mean and S.D. for Comparison between CNS and 
Vestibular Displacement of Data in the Head Sway 

4. Experimental Results 
 
4.1. Experimental Results 

The subsection gives an analysis for our proposed system these parameters, and the 
condition is dependent on each other. In order to further understand how to use these 
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parameters to design each parameter. Several data are performed and results are explained as 
follows. 

Comparison of Ves_NO_B and CNS_NO_B : Avg HF-μCNOB, Avg HB-μCNOB 
The comparison of vestibular and CNS values at the five ranges of position generally 

appeared a great variation at all condition based on the CNS of normal eye open 
state(NO)(Figure 3). There showed an experiment record of the displacement values on the 
CNS of NO and Vestibular of NO condition from body of movement before; such as VeNO-
CNO-B, VeHF-CNO-B, VeHB-CNO-B, CHF-CNO-B and CHB-CNO-B. Absolute VeHB-
CNO-B value was a great displacement across all ranges, secondly was VeHF-CNO-B value 
and the whole range was from 0.137 to 10.88. These tests displayed that VeHB-CNO-B 
displacement was greatest at 10.88±2.71 perturbations, secondly VeHF-CNO-B was 
9.66±2.105. CHB-CNO-B displacement was smallest at 0.13±-0.009 perturbations, second to 
last CHF-CNO-B was 0.14±-0.12 perturbations. The more average of the differences 
presented between Avg HF-μCNOB and Avg HB-μCNOB. Comparison data analyzed significant 
relationship of range displacement between the Vestibular of HF-HB and the CNS of HF-HB. 
Correlations between Vestibular and CNS displacement were more across all range of 
perturbation (ranging from 0.13 to 10.88) (Table 1). 
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Figure 3. Avg. and S.D for 
Comparison between Vestibular and 

CNS Range of Data of the Normal 
Posture in the before Movement (NO 

Condition of Vest NO-CNS NO_B). 

Figure 4. Avg. and S.D for 
Comparison between Vestibular and 

CNS Range of Data of Data of the 
Normal Posture in the before 

Movement (NC Condition of Vest NC-
CNS NC_B). 

 
Comparison of Ves_NC_B and CNS_NC_B : Avg HF-μCNCB, Avg HB-μCNCB 

The comparison of vestibular and CNS values at the five ranges of position generally 
appeared a great variation at all condition based on the CNS of normal eye close 
state(NC)(Figure 4). There showed an experiment record of the displacement values on the 
CNS of NC and Vestibular of NC condition from body of movement before; such as VeNC-
CNC-B, VeHF-CNC-B, VeHB-CNC-B, CHF-CNC-B and CHB-CNC-B. Absolute VeHB-
CNC-B value and VeNC-CNC-B was a great displacement across all ranges and the whole 
range was from 0.017 to 10.76. These results displayed that VeHB-CNC-B displacement was 
greatest at 10.76±2.68 perturbations, secondly VeNC-CNC-B was 10.34±2.46. CHB-CNC-B 
displacement was smallest at 0.17±-0.045 perturbations, second to last CHF-CNC-B was 
0.02±0.086 perturbations. The more average of the differences presented between Avg HF-
μCNCB and Avg HB-μCNCB. Vestibular of HF-HB and the CNS of HF-HB was compared to 
slightly significant relationship at the head movement. The VeHB-CNC-B appeared to sway 
the VeNC-CNC-B state on the NC condition. Correlations between Vestibular and CNS 
displacement were more across all range of perturbation (ranging from 0.02 to 10.76) (Table 
1).  
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Comparison of Ves_NO_A and CNS_NO_A : Avg HF-μCNOA, Avg HB-μCNOA 
The comparison of vestibular and CNS values at the five ranges of position generally 

appeared a great variation at all condition based on the CNS of normal eye open 
state(NO)(Figure 5). There appeared an experiment record of the displacement values on the 
CNS of NO and Vestibular of NO condition from body of movement after; such as VeNO-
CNO-A, VeHF-CNO-A, VeHB-CNO-A, CHF-CNO-A and CHB-CNO-A. Absolute VeHB-
CNO-A value was a great displacement across all ranges and the whole range was from -0.02 
to 10.077. These results displayed that VeHB-CNO-A displacement was greatest at 
10.077±2.33 perturbations. CHF-CNO-A displacement was smallest at -0.02±-0.029 
perturbations, second to last CHB-CNO-A was 0.05±-0.02 perturbations. The more average 
of the differences presented between Avg HF-μCNOA and Avg HB-μCNOA. Vestibular of HF-
HB and the CNS of HF-HB was compared to slightly significant relationship at the head 
movement. The VeHB-CNO-A appeared to sway the VeNO-CNO-A state on the NO 
condition. Correlations between Vestibular and CNS displacement were more across all range 
of perturbation (ranging from -0.02 to 10.07) (Table 1).  

The slightly greater differences of the CNS of NO parameter confirmed relationship range 
of the Vestibular of HF-HB at the head movement. CHF-CNO-A displacement of the moment 
showed a significant effect of CNS range that identified to inertia from main center (ranging -
0.02). Then CNS-HF affected to maintain in balance. 
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Figure 5. Avg. and S.D for 
Comparison between Vestibular and 

CNS Range of Data of the Normal 
Posture in the after Movement (NO 
Condition of Vest NO-CNS NO_A) 

 

Figure 6. Avg. and S.D for 
Comparison between Vestibular 

and CNS Range of Data of Normal 
Posture in the after Movement (NC 
Condition of Vest NC-CNS NC_A) 

Table 1. Avg. and S.D of Range on the Response on the Four Different 
Condition: VeNO μCNO-B, VeNC μCNC-B, VeNO μCNO-A and VeNC μCNC-A. 
Presentation of Head Moving of Eye Open(NO) and Eye Close(NC) 

Average μ VeNO μAvg VeHF μAvg VeHB μAvg CHF μAvg CHB μAvg 
μCNO-B 7.62±1.89 9.66±2.11 10.88±2.71 0.14±0.12 0.13±-0.009 

 
Average μ VeNC μAvg VeHF μAvg VeHB μAvg CHF μAvg CHB μAvg 
μCNC-B 10.34±2.46 9.54±2.06 10.76±2.67 0.02±0.08 0.02±-0.045 

 
Average μ VeNO μAvg VeHF μAvg VeHB μAvg CHF μAvg CHB μAvg 
μCNO-A 8.84±3.02 9.62±3.39 10.07±2.33 -0.02±-0.03 0.056±-0.02 

 
Average μ VeNC μAvg VeHF μAvg VeHB μAvg CHF μAvg CHB μAvg 
μCNC-A 10.58±2.72 9.48±3.26 9.93±2.20 -0.167±-0.15 -0.089±-0.14 
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Comparison of Ves_NC_A and CNS_NC_A : Avg HF-μCNCA, Avg HB-μCNCA  

The comparison of vestibular and CNS values at the five ranges of position generally 
appeared a great variation at all condition based on the CNS of normal eye close 
state(NC)(Figure 6). There appeared an experiment record of the displacement values on the 
CNS of NC and Vestibular of NC condition from body of movement after; such as VeNC-
CNC-A, VeHF-CNC-A, VeHB-CNC-A, CHF-CNC-A and CHB-CNC-A. Absolute VeNC-
CNC-A value was a great displacement across all ranges and the whole range was from -
0.089 to 10.58. These results displayed that VeNC-CNC-A displacement was greatest at 
10.58±2.72 perturbations. CHB-CNC-A displacement was smallest at -0.089±-0.149 
perturbations, second to last CHF-CNC-A was -0.16±-0.158 perturbations. The more average 
of the differences presented between Avg HF-μCNCA and Avg HB-μCNCA. The Vestibular of 
HF-HB and the CNS of HF-HB was to inertia slightly significant relationship at the head 
movement. Vestibular and CNS displacement were a variety affects all range of perturbation 
(ranging from -0.089 to 10.58) (Table 1).  

The slightly greater differences of the CNS of NC parameter confirmed relationship range 
of the Vestibular of HF-HB at the head movement. CHF-CNC-A and CHB-CNC-A 
displacement of the moment showed a significant effect of CNS range that identified to 
inertia from main center (ranging -0.09). The Vestibular HF-HB was affected to maintain for 
the balance by the CNS of HF-HB. The HF and HB was affected a greatly to sway Vestibular 
and CNS state on the NC condition  
 
4.2. Performance Evaluations  

Comparision on the vestibular-CNS system presented the results of the normal state by the 
EO and EC. On the posture balance showed a difference consequence by the body condition 
according to exercise after and before.  

Balance control during stance depends on the ability to keep the control of base on the 
COM of the body [28, 29]. This study provides a definite analysis of the some control to 
maintain stay on a stable platform. To compare on the vestibular-CNS system, presented the 
results of the normal state by the eye open and eye close. On the posture balance showed a 
difference consequence by the body condition according to exercise after and before. The 
important findings come out a displacement of the head exceeded control of the body COM.  

A number of studies of postural control during translational perturbations have suggested 
that stabilization of the head is the primary goal of postural control [30, 31]. In our study, 
head movement decreased as the perturbation increased displacement remained greater than 
that of whole body COM across all condition. 

Their research presented to contribute by the source of sensory information to postural 
control [32, 33]. We showed a critical increase in the displacement of CNS and Ve-HF-HB 
function during head movement [34, 35].  

In our study, firstly the displacement values on the CNS of NO and Vestibular of NO 
condition from body of movement before, more average of the differences presented between 
VeHF-μCNOB and VeHB-μCNOB. There showed significant relationship of range displacement 
between the Vestibular of HF-HB and the CNS of HF-HB. 

Secondly, there showed the displacement values on the CNS of NC and Vestibular of NC 
condition from body of movement before, more average of the differences presented between 
VeHF-μCNCB and VeHB-μCNCB. The VeHB-μCNCB showed to sway weakly the VeNC-μCNCB 
state. Vestibular of HF-HB and the CNS of HF-HB was compared to slightly significant 
relationship at the head movement.  
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Thirdly, there showed the displacement values on the CNS of NO and Vestibular of NO 
condition from body of movement after, more average of the differences presented between 
VeHF-μCNOA and VeHB-μCNOA. Vestibular of HF-HB and the CNS of HF-HB was compared 
to slightly significant relationship at the head movement. The VeHB-μCNOA appeared to sway 
the VeNO-μCNOA state on the NO condition. To compare Vestibular and CNS displacement 
were more across perturbation range of from -0.02 to 10.07. The CNS of NO parameter 
confirmed slightly greater differences of the Vestibular of HF-HB at the head movement. 
CHF-μCNOA displacement of the moment showed a significant effect of CNS, and identified to 
inertia from CNS. And then CNS-HF affected to maintain in balance on the NO condition.   

Last, there showed the displacement values on the CNS of NC and Vestibular of NC 
condition from body of movement after; more average of the differences presented between 
Ve HF-μCNCA and Ve HB-μCNCA. The Vestibular of HF-HB and the CNS of HF-HB was to 
inertia slightly significant relationship at the head movement. To compare Vestibular and 
CNS displacement, a variety affects presented all range of perturbation from -0.089 to 10.58. 
The slightly greater differences of the CNS of NC parameter confirmed relationship range of 
the Vestibular of HF-HB at the head movement. CHF-CNC-A and CHB-CNC-A 
displacement of the moment showed a significant effect of CNS, and identified to inertia from 
CNS. The Vestibular HF-HB was affected to maintain for the balance by the CNS of HF-HB. 
The HF and HB was affected a greatly to sway Vestibular and CNS state on the NC condition.  

In addition to COM displacement, our results indicated that while standing on the stance, 
regardless of tiny perturbation, posture balance may caused by participants reduce movements 
of the CNS through the anti-phase motion among the body. The COM displacement is desired 
to be minimized by the CNS through adjustments in the CNS either through forward or 
backward condition [36, 37]. 
 
5. Conclusion  

We was defined a comparison of vestibular-CNS system on the basis of the normal state in 
the standing body. To compare Vestibular-CNS function on the HF and HB condition 
confirmed to balance normal state of a posture. The displacement values changed at the CNS 
and Vestibular state from body of movement by the NC-NO condition. 

The average different outputs obtained greatest the perturbations: VeHB-CNO-B 
displacement at 10.88±2.71, VeHB-CNC-B displacement at 10.76±2.68, VeHB-CNO-A 
displacement at 10.077±2.33, VeNC-CNC-A displacement at 10.58±2.72. Our results will be 
to show an impact of at least postural control by the H-FB function. 

Our results indicated that while standing on the stance regardless of tiny perturbation, 
participants reduce movements of the CNS by employing anti-phase motion about the body. 
To compare Vestibular-CNS function on the HF and HB condition confirmed to balance 
normal state of a posture. 

In the future, this system will be express to an assessment for body balance in dynamic 
condition and multi-parameter to head movement within a vestibular and central nervous 
system.   
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